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ABSTRACT
The purp,se of using historical documents in the
classroom is to generate and enhance discussion by providing a
historical perspective for issues. Five documents are included in
this packet and are to be used as a supplemental material for the
National Issues Forum (NIF) topics. Issues raised include (1) an
analysis of the documents and (2) comparison of the choices involved
in each topic. Two documents concern the U.S. government's policy
toward venereal disease (VD) during World War I and World War II.
Examination and discussion of these documents add historical
perspective to the choices now faced in coping with AIDS. Questions
focus on changes in attitude over time and similarities between AIDS
control today and VD control as shown in the documents. The next two
documents concern arguments in the mid-1930s about national health
insurance. One is a letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt from
the Welfare Council of New York City. They can add historical
perspective to contemporary issues of health care for the elderly.
Questions focus on the role of the federal government toward
individuals, the concept of social engineering, and state control of
medicine, and "spreading the burden" of health care. The final
document concerns the public debt in the mid-1950s during the first
term of President Dwight D. Eisenhower. Examination and discussion of
the document adds historical perspective to the current public debt
controversy. Questions compare current and contemporary thought about
reducing public debt and consider how the fear of communism was used
to support balancing the federal budget. (GEA)

Reproductions supplied by EDRS are the best that can be made
from the original document.
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Using Historical Documents to Think About NIF Issues
A Note to Moderators
The Purpose of Using Historical Documents
The purpose of using theschistorical documents is not to divert discussion but to generate and
enhance it by providing a historical perspective for each NIF issue. We expect certain themes
will emerge: That federal policy changes, but policies are a product of the time in which they
are made; that choices often do not change much over time, but the choice(s) made reLect the
mores (*tensions of the period (historical context); and that Certain assumptions, (or biases)
underlie policy development. Because historical documents can be interpreted in several ways,
there are no "right answers" to the discussion questions we have developed. The questions will

have several answers and may provoke still more questions; this is the essence of historical
inquirY

How to Use These Questions
We recommend that you reproCuce and distribute these documents, using questions to encourage discussion. Our questions are suggestions only. Ifou may use them as they are, by
removing this page and photocopying the remainder for grc members, or you may modify the
questions or replace them with ones you devise to suit the needs and level of your discussion
. You may also use only one or two questions or one document foran issue. You may even
your discussion group into several small groups with each group addressing one or more
questions and then reperting to the larger group.

Questions About Historical Background
We do not think it is necessary to be an expert in the historical background of these documents,
and too much historkal discussion may detract from discussion of the larger issue. We recom-

mend thatyou encourage participants themselves to seek answers if they want more historical
background for any document or time period. Secondary school or college teachers, in particular, may want to encourage further research.

Aboutthe National Arai,
The National Archives and Records Administration preserves and makes available for
research the permanently valuable doc':mcnts created by the federal governmeat. These
discussionpaterials were developed by the Education !ranch, Office of Public Programs, for
the NIF. We welcome your suggestions end comments, and if you have questions or we can
otherwise be of help, please contact: Linda Henry, Education !ranch, National Archives,
Washington, DC 20408, (204523-4867.
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Archival documents are the raw materials that researchers use to write history.
The two documents reproduced here concern the federal government's policy
toward venereal disease during World War I and World War IL An examination
and discussion of these documents can add historical perspective to the choices
Americans now face in coping with AIDS.
Document #1 is from the files of the Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board,
created by the Chamberlain-Kahn Act of 1919. Document #2 is an excerpt from a
1944 report prepared by the U.S. Public Health Service and the Office of War Information for use by the media in a national information program. Both documents are part of the records of the U.S. Public Health Service, which are held by
the National Archives and Records Administration.
The following questions are in two parts: (1) an analysis of the contents of the
documents and (2) a comparison of the choices for control of VD shown in the
documents with those we face with AIDS.

Analyzing Content
1. What reasons are given in these documents for federal involvement in VD
control? What reasons might be inferred?
2. How would you characterize the method of control of VD in document #1
versus that suggested in document #2? How do the documents show
3.

change over time?
What does document #2 imply about attitudes toward VD held by the
general public? What changes do federal officials appear to want to effect?

Comparing Choices
In what ways is policy toward AIDS control today similar to that of VD
control as shown in the documents? Different from it? Do either of these
documents reflect our AIDS choices today? For example, Choice #1, reasserting moral standards? Choice #2, protecting the uninfected? Choice #3,
taking practical measures? Choice #4, protecting civil liberties?
2. Do the documents give us any lessons to be learned about AIDS control
today?
3. Which of the ways of controlling VD and AIDS seem constant over time?
4. How have our views of the federal government's responsibility for major
societal problems changed since 1944 in ways that would affect our thinking about AIDS?
1.

The National Archives preserves and makes available for research the
permanently valuable documents created by the federal government.
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May 29, 1921.

*porting work of Mr. Fred a. muss, Field -gent.
The Surgeon uenerel of the ,rmy, eashingten, m. U.

1.
I take pleasure in re )orting to y u that Field Hint
Frei u. rasa, representing tile b. 9. Interdepartmental c'elal Hygiene
Board called on the undersigned on May llth, ,mplained his mission
and reported the bad conditions of 020 city of Omaha, with 41 oAn
houses of :most/Oration, and asked for my cocisration rad suggestions.

2.
Mr. muss has bud conferences with the Mayor and other
City Officials of the city of Omaha, and has succeedo', in showing the
city officials that a very bad condition existed in Omaha in regards
to sources of infection for venereal disease Allah were a menace to
the health of the soldiers of sort Omaha and this lost.
3.
Mir. nuSil also brought to the attention of the city officials
that forty-One open houses of prostitution were running in Omaha.
The
city officials have acted on the sugzestions and reports of Mr. MROS,
and started a campaign to (dose all houses of ill - repute and have ar.eated

over one grandma prostitutes to dAe, with penalties of fines, jail
sentences, and detention and treatment when found dimmest.
4.
Also, Mr. muss, on May 23rd delivered a very able lecture on
aem Morality to the officers and enlisted men of this commend. His
lecture was just what the officers and enlisted oersonnel need.
5.
The II. 9. Interdepartmental jocial Hygiene hoard, through its
agent, Mr. BIOS, has been a great power in stimulating the proper officials,
both military and civil, to not only see, bat do their fall duty not only
to the men in the military and Naval service but towards all =kind.
J. H. Neff,
Lieut. Colonel, 49th Infantry,
Commanding*

20(.7:1:7.
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U. S. Government
War Information Program

VEMERE41. DISEASM =VIOL

Prepared by:

United States Public Health Service",
Office of Aar Information

January, 1944

(Excerpt, page 6)
VI.

itECC::::.:IIDLJ COPY TH:::..-ES

In addition to the copy themes included under IV, the following
arguments should be stressed in informational materials, releases and
statements, advertisements and broadcasts.
Use VD as well as "Venereal Disease." VD
1.
is a symbol, one that may be developed in the public
consciousness, that can become as accepted as the letters, "TIP for tuberculosis, and that will assist in
placing syphilis and gonorrhea as diseases, rather than
principally as disgraces.
VD imposes a terrific social cost on the
2.
nation in terms of death, blindness, insanity, paralysis and sterility.
VD is a serious drain upon the nation's
3.
manpower: It hampers war production, reduces the
number of men available for selective service, and
cuts down the efficiency of those already in our
armed forces.

Venereal diseases are hig47 infectious.
4.
They attack young people most often. They spread
through sex contact. They contribute to ana are
spread further by delinquency, prostitution, promiscuity, ignorance, poverty and public inaifference.
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Jyphilis and .-onorrhea must be brouzht out
Tney must be discassea frankly as
serious, infectious aiseases, ratner tnan as the
consequence of "sin."
5.

into t.:.6 o;en.

Syphilis and gonorrhea can be diagnosed
6.
accurately only by licensea pnysicians in private
practice, in hospitals and in public or private
clinics. They can be cured only by treatment receivea from those same sources.
No quack aoctor, unethical druggist or pa7.
tent medicine can cure VD. There is likely to be
grave personal clanger rather than cure.
It is sugzested that wherever possible
S.
advertisements and other informational devices inform the reader where to 0 or whom to see for
advice or treatment.
711.

CC7Y LUOGLLTICLL

Approval of policy, and the medical and
1.
statistical content of all national material :cost
be obtained from tae Public Health Service before
Similar clearance is necessary in local
release.
campaizns which must be sponsored by ana organized
around the medical control program of the State
or local health departruent.
The approach and the execution of all
2.
advertising anu other controlled information should
be dignified and based upon a high concept of
medical, social and personal ethics.
The program should be human, scientific, informational ana educational. The "DC'S" and "DOVITIS" below outline a part of this
conce:tion.
JO'S
1.

Present VD as a disease which is avoidable
and curable.

2.

Use the symbol "7J" and/or the names,
syphilis or gonorrhea.

3.

Fresent VD primarily from the human and
meaical angles.

8-2801 107 bu
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4.

Stress that truth and knowledge reduce VD.

5.

Present VD as everybody's problem.

O.

Stress importance of early treatment.

7?

Explain importance of remaining under
treatment.

8.

attack quackery, self-diagnosis and
self-treatment.

9.

Stress importance of case-finding and reporting of all VD ccntacts.

10.

Emphasize the private physician as a treatment source equally with the public clinic.

DCNIT'S
1.

Don't say "social" disease.

2.

Don't encourage self-diagnosis and selftreatment.

3.

Don't present VD as. only a prostitute problem.

4.

Don't present VD as largely a race or geographic or low-income group problem.

5.

Don't assume that the job is over when the
infected person sees the doctor; the job also
is to keep him under treatment.

6.

Don't say "No one but you need know
so that secrecy becomes an indispensable.

7.

Don't over emphasize governmental responsibility for providing treatment.

8.

Don't over stress such ?hobia-building things
as photographs of needles and spinal punctures.

9.

Don't over stress the sex aspects; morbid
descriptions of the effects of sypnilis.

10.

O -S601 PS bu
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Don't associate the education program, uirectly or inUrectly, with mechaidcal prophylaxis
or contraceptive methods.
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Archival documents are the i.tw materials that researchers use to write history.
The two documents reproduced here concern arguments in the mid-1930s about
national health insurance. An examination and discussion of these documents can
add historical perspective to the choices Americans now face about health care for
the elderly.
The Social Security Act of 1935 formed the basis for federal assistance to the
elderly. This legislation drew on recommendations of the Committee on
Economic Security, appointed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1934. The
committee studied the issue of national health insurance and received a great many
letters including those reproduced here, but it did not recommend such insurance.
Committee files are part of the records of the Social Security Administration,
which are held by the National Archives and Records Administration.

Analyzing Content
How do these documents differ in basic opinions regarding:
What is the role of the federal government toward the individual?
Who is responsible for the health of individuals?
Who is responsible for the financial risk of illness?
Who should have financial control of medical care?
2. Do you agree with the concept of "social engineering" in document #1?
3. Discuss the assertion in document #2 that health insurance is unsound and
"leads to a longer illness, more dependency, and greater loss of time
through illness."
1.

Care

for the
Elderly

Comparing Choices
1.

2.

3.

Instead of the national health insurance discussed in these documents, we
now have Medicare and Medicaid. What is the difference?
To what extent is the argument of "spreading the burden" relevant in
discussing health care for the elderly today? To which Choice is it most
related?
To what extent is the argument about "state control of medicine" relevant in
discussing health care for the elderly today? To which Choice is it most
related?

The National Archives preserves and ',sakes available for research the
permanently valuable documents created by the federal government.
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October 10, 1934

Hon. Franklin D. Roosevelt
President of the United States
Washington, D. C.

%

18''J4

My dear Mr. President:

From among the millions of persons
who are deeply interested in the social security plans on which your administration is at
work, I am making bold to write and urge that
careful consideration be accorded to the matter
of spreading the heavy burdens of the cost of
illness more equitably and more skilfully over
the population. The essence of insurance is
the spreading of risk. Since all of the studies
of illness_indicate that one of_the major probleriiiincideptto uttigg_adeggete medical care

DoT people_EyOil out of the_najNaLSerious

illness

falls-jiaiariaf7elimctedly and with
crUtEiNg weight of expense on a aUnll'atively
feW_people at -any one time is
any Socialsafieme which would spread this burden
and lift it from the shoulders of the few, would
be a measure of social engineering of very great
value.
Such insurance is a vet:, large part of
any scheme Cir-real-aeei-al security.

Sincerely yours,

NRD/M
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The wibson County Medical Society had a lenbtn.i aidcussion upon taicr subject of "Health Insurance and the state
Control or the Practice of Hedicine.
The Society, as a
group and as individuals, are opposed to the idea or health
insurance or the state control or medicine, since they
reel that this is an encroachment upon the sacred right or
the ramily physician and the patient.

whey also feel that the above measures are detrimental
to the high standards or the medical procession and toward
the practice or scientiric medicine.
They rurther reel
that no man or group or men is capable of interrering with
or directing the program of oaring for the indigent medical
cases without a great loss in the runds which should be
controlled by the medical profession ror the benerit or all
concerned.
we further ask that, no political group be given the
power to deal with the problems which concern the doctor and
the care of the indigent. Health insurance in principle is
unsound, and has been proven so in the majority of companies
handling it. It leads to a longer illness, more dependency,
and greater lose or time through illness.

we hope you will be able to see this as we do, and use
your inrluence accordingly.
Lours truly,
iIIHSON COUNTY MEDICAL 50CIEIX

/14-41PA 22f. A,, Sec.
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Archival documents am the raw materials that researchers use to write history.
The document reproduced hem concerns the public debt in the mid-1950s during
the first term of President Dwight D. Eisenhower. An examination and discussion
of this document can add historical perspective to the choices Americans now face
about the public debt.
This 1953 memo is from Ralph W. E. Reid, Assistant to the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget, to the Director. The original memo is 1G pages long, but the
excerpts here include only the introduction and conclusion. FY 55 refers to the
1955 fiscal year budget, which would have begun July 1, 1954. This document is
from the records of the Bureau of the Budget, which are held by the National Archives and Records Administration.

Analyzing Content
1

Public

Debt
2.

What is the concern expressed in each of these conclusions about:
The 1952 Republican Party platform?
Previous Presiuential administrations?
Congress?
The voters?
The Soviet Union?
Are the concerns economic or political?

Comparing Choices
1.

Do the concerns expressed in the documents resemble our current thinking
about reducing the public debt? If not, how do they differ?

2.

Would we agree today that domestic spending cuts are visible and military
spending cuts are invisible? Why or why not?

3.

How is the fear of communism used in this document to support balancing
the federal budget? How is that fear used today?

The National Archives preserves and makes available for research the
permanently valuable documents created by the federal government.
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November 30, 1953
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Security append/tures and the FY 55 Budget

INTRO .4, CT

.

Sometime in the agar future there will same a moment .hen proposed
la 55 Budget expenditures are totalled ep, It SS mane estimates are
available, and the 'ignited, of the probable WT 55 delimit will become
apparent. At that time y
em will undoubtedly dismiss with the ?resident
whether (a) to armast the Indiested deficit or (b) to tabs drastic steps
to curtail or eliminate it.

This memorandum is prediested arms the assumptioe that re will
resommemd the sewed alternative. It is fUrther asseed that at that
pertlauler moment there will be only too siesifisent mops remaining for

W:Wag %be Badge*, Into balsam (a) redwing the military budget and
(b) imeressimg serperet tames.

(The following 8 pages of the original document are not
reproduced here. They elaborate on the summary conclusion,
shown below, which begins on page 9.]
CONCIZEIat

The burdem of the foregoiag sey be briefly mamma&
The proposed Budget marks a samplete failure to carry out Party and
administration promises to reduce military empenditures and to balance
the 3udget and them undermines the very freedom it proposes to defend.
It suffers by eomparieom with this year's Budget and with the first
"controllable" budgets ef the Roosevelt and Truman eras.

It realise into an inability to carry out promiwa Adeinistratian
programs Is ether fields beans* at the esomamy slashes which have been
made to dots is an attempt to achieve balance. It will lead to woo:lice,.
tions
Capital Hill, beams* it presents an open invitation to Congress
to asks a display of trying to balance the Budget.
It will lead to political complications, bees...Ise it will indicate
that.the last administration must also have faced up to and met comparable
problems in this field, and was therefore not as wastettl and extravagant
as has been claimed.

It will lead to complications with the voters, 4OSSUSO benefits it
purports to confer are in the national security field and relatively
invisible, wtereas, the oenefits it demise are in the fislds of human
welfare and natural resources and ars relatively visible.

12

In its perpetuattan of isficit financing as a way of life
(22 years eat of the last 25 with more apparently to Alms), the Budget
flies in the face of warnings by Wale ("The deetructiom of bourgeois
society is broti;ht about tr. the devastation of its aometary system"),
Stalin ("The moment for the decisive blear... is when the free nations
are in a state of prectial bankruptcys4), and the President (*It has
bens coldly calculated by the Soviet leaders -- for by their military
threat they hive hoped to farces upon Ugric& and the free world an
umlearable security burden leading to meow AC disasters.. Communist

genarnhave been &Laing at an eemode target no lass than at a
military targets.").
In essence, an =hammed FT 55 Budget with military expenditaree
at the rate nag anticipated appears to be precisely the type of Budget
the President earned against one short year ago than he said.

m.,sthey wise eamot de amythies about these priees
and abe t these (military) expenditures. (If ae) our Budget
is made In Busmen."

Ito Raid
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